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About This Game

In this action game you can try your survival and strategy skills as well.The features includes multiplayer and cross platform
multiplayer mode, so you available to connect and play together or switch to a different device. This game is available on

windows, mac and linux .Transform faster than the others and get the highest scores.There is a shop system so you can buy
armor or high variation of weapons such as minigun, laser and lots of everything.

You available to choose different characters like ironman,
soldiers or many more. Enjoy the low-poly visual experience.

Play together with your friends and share your victory!

The current features include:

Multiplayer mode

Beautiful, low-poly visuals
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Available on windows, mac linux

Cross platform multiplayer

Soldier and Iron mode

Shop system

5 iron characters

9 soldier weapons

4 iron weapons
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It is a very good add-on, you get a new variety of vehicles. But, after installing you have to edit the ailist.cfg file on the map you
want the new ai vehicles (see the instruction in the manual).. Loved replaying this gem, oringinally purchased each episode
waiting patiently for each release was thrilled to see it on Steam

The game is full of humour from a very witty developer.

Hoping this isn't the last we see of our gardener Duncan and his wheelbarrows. This soundtrack is a magnum-opus. The music
seriously has been playing in my head while doing household chores, walking in the city or town, eating (YES! Even when I'm
eating!) and when I'm trying to sleep.

I hope someday they include this in as a CD package. I can only imagine the beauty of the official art including on the case and
booklet. Even having interview of Jan Valta included would be a truly special work of art. Warhorse Studios has truly created a
masterpiece and Valta has made his very own magnum-opus to go with the former's opus.. This game is super simple fun.
Randomized levels keep the game fresh and you have to stay on your toes. I recommend if you like infinite style runner games.
8\/10. Better value for your money than a trip to the cinema, if you enjoy fishing or if you just want to give it ago then this is a
must for your game collection, I see people saying it's not a great simulator but I have to disagree. At the end of the day it's a
game I mean how many people pack a keyboard and mouse and go fishing so of course it doesn't simulate fishing perfectly (how
can it?,) my gripe if I wanted to have one, would be that you get too many bites and the size of the hook you use seems to be
tied into the size of the fish you hook. It could do with a little more randomness and larger fish causing hook
straightening\/failure should you get a big one whilst using a smaller hook. Also maybe fewer bites as once you have your bait
and hook sorted you get a bite every time. I like the way you have to tire the fish out and fight them with your rod along with
combination pumping and reeling if not they keep going and pull your line out, I feel when this happens you should have to
replace your line, float, weights, hook (equipment) etc. as you have just lost it, but alas all it costs you is the bait. The last thing I
find not great is in multiplayer everyone looks like a chess pawn, the great graphics of this game is let down by the fact there's
no character customization and clothing store. But don't let any of this put you off as the game is great fun and will keep you
entertained for hours and hours.. I first became aware of this novel by watching it streamed on Twitch. I was hooked from the
begining . It hooks you instantly as the soldier gets shot . There is some intrigue and humor sprinkled throughout . Please dont
dismiss this review because I only have a little playtime on it . Im playing it again after watching Zaxtor99 doing it on Twitch. I
would recomend this whole heartedly . I love the characters each in thier own way and really there are no good guys or bad guys
in this it is all how you decide to go kind of like a choose your own adventure book from when I was a kid . I would recomend
10 out of 10. For free its pretty good game maps could be bigger though and recommend some one play this on multi screens i
do on 3 of them and its way better
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If you like Limbo, I wouldn't suggest this game.
It's just a sloppier clone with some frustrating gameplay mechanics.
Far too many times I died because of trial and error - some land you can walk on, some kills you, yet you wont know until you
die to it.
Yes you die a lot in Limbo from the unknown, but it never felt cheap. You either rushed in or didnt react quick enough.
In this game, it just kills you to feign some sort of challenge or depth. The rules also change whenever they feel like it. You
might learn one mechanic, for it to change in the next room. And while that may sound innovative, it is implemented poorly.
I gave this one a real chance to try and recapture some of the immersiveness I felt from Limbo, but it came nowhere close, and I
just left angry and disappointed.. To be honest, I'm quite surprised by this game and the almost unbiased picture it tries to paint;
a picture of a part of history that seems to be almost lost within the fog of time - one that is not only crucial to fathom parts of
the modern past of the middle-east, but of the whole world back then... and now.

You'll see the events of the Iranian revolution unfold through the eyes of aspiring photographer Reza Shirazi, who just returned
to Iran, amidst the growing chaos and confusion in which he'll have to find his place and finally put his convictions into action.
You do so mainly by interacting with the environment, NPC's and in particular by taking pictures with a camera Reza always
carries with him and by which you'll be provided with additional information regarding the people of Iran and key
players/events of that time.

Despite its short playtime and thus limited information on some subjects, 1979 Revolution: Black Friday largely succeeds at
storytelling and neither needs to hide itself from or even avoid its competitors - on the contrary, the weight of the subject matter
and how they handled it is elevating videogames in general to a level where their relevance in today's society and how they have
matured truly has to be recognized - but before I lose myself puffing it up too much, it unfortunately doesn't do that well in the
gameplay department. Minor bugs and things like a sometimes too small and narrow window, in which you have to react and
decide in which manner you want to handle situations presented to you, tend to pull you out of the otherwise great immersion
this game creates and hinders one at reflecting over the moral ambiguity such conflicts often inherit.

Nonetheless, 1979 Revolution: Black Friday is a game I can wholeheartedly recommend, not only to those particularly interested
in the subject at hand, but to anyone that likes to question why the world spins like it does... and what better way is there to start
while playing a videogame?
If this game in the end fully accomplishes what it wants though, or fails due to the complexity of the topic, is nothing I wanna
judge over and since there's never an easy answer, no simple black or white, I wanna end on a quote that buzzed through my
head while playing this truly unique presentation of these somehow almost seemingly forgotten historical events:

"Power is not a means, it is an end. One does not establish a dictatorship in order to safeguard a revolution; one makes the
revolution in order to establish the dictatorship." - George Orwell. The game is good , the music fits the stages
great gameplay
great physics
makes your brain work to find a way to beat the stage
9\/10

. this review for 0.81 early access

right now 8 floors in Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again, (takes about 20min.) You rescue and then have to hit "ESC" on your keyboard
to return to the title menu, no special victory screen no featuers that would make you want to run it again.

I was really hoping the "Again" in the title would be key to my feelings towards the end of the game. Maybe after they get out of
beta.

I paid $2.74 for this on sale and I wouldn't even recommend that price at this stage. Pretty much buy this only if you want to
support the developers.

for what it's worth though I believe it holds potential so maybe when they finish I can change my review

**update**
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Well it looks like the final version of the game is released and the only added feature from the beta, after you beat the game you
are now left at a black screen "again?" as opposed to before where the game flat out tells you to hit escape to restart....
personally I found the "hit escape" more useful than "again?". Telling stories around a campfire might seem antiquated, but The
Yawhg replaces both the fire and the stories with its own tales of a civilization on the brink of the collapse. You and three
friends take roles in the town just a week before ensured destruction. Attend a ball, clean a hospital, or even fight crime. The
Yawhg presents imminent danger and allows you to forge a healthy backstory and stat sheet in only a few days. The real treasure
is seeing how these actions affect your friends or the town itself. Once the town is overcome with darkness, it's up to you and
your friends to triumph or despair with your experiences.

It's a superb bit of storytelling.. The Sentry Gun DLC (or \u2665BELOVED TURRET\u2665 as I prefer to call them) is useful
to have.

Effectively adding a resummonable turret to your squad that, while not especially deadly in their own right, at least draws the
attention of the Enemy AI. Summoning one of these cute little killing machines is often enough to distract the enemy from
attacking you and your squad mates for a turn or two. And as we know, an enemy divided is a dead enemy.

The variety of turrets is also good
MultiMelta for removing armour on targets and adding a damage over time
LasCannon for hitting targets are longer ranges, ignoring armour and adding time to the target's move
Heavy Bolter is better at close range and is the only one that can make reactionary overwatch attacks

All are directly controllable by you, but like the Wolf card you can only have one turret active (this limit applies even if you
have the Sigurd Ironside DLC). Summoning another turret will cause the previous one to self destruct.

Many of the other non-turret cards in this DLC offer different playstyles for Valgard and the Devastate card is really only useful
in the PVP game mode. If you like a more melee focused playstyle the Fenrisian Sol Power Maul is good for slowing down the
enemies. I found the shields to be of little value because although they look awesome, they occupy a hand that could be holding
an offensive weapon which is a bit of a shame.

In summary

While I wouldn't say this is an essential DLC, I rarely run a scenario without a turret in Valgard's deck now that I have them.
The other cards are so-so in my opinion. The value really is in the turrets. Picking this DLC up on offer or as part of a bundle
deal is worthwhile.. I will recommend this crap,but only because its free!
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